ATTACK ON THE MADRAS-HOWRAH EXPRESS AT STUARTPURAM RLY STATION

1376—

*3700 Q - Sarvasri S Vemayya (Sarvepalli) Pragada Kotiah, (Chirala) and C V K Rao (Kakinada) —Will hon. the Chief Minister be pleased to state

(a) whether it is a fact that a gang of decoits attacked the passengers in Howrah-Madras Express on 21-10-1967 at Stuartpuram Railway Station,

(b) whether it is also a fact that a gang of decoits attacked the Kakinada-Renigunta Express on 21-10-1967,

(c) the interval between the first and the second decoity,

(d) the worth of property that has been stolen by the decoits,

and

(e) if answers to the clauses (a) and (b) are in affirmative, the action being taken by the police?

The Chief Minister (Sri K Brahmananda Reddy) —(a) Yes Sir. It is a fact that a dacoity was committed by 6 Erukula Criminals of Stuartpuram on 21-10-67 at about 20.25 hours on No 90 Dn. Madras-Howrah Express near the down Home signal of Stuartpuram Railway Station

(b) Yes, Sir. It is also a fact that another dacoity was committed by 10 Erukula Criminals of Stuartpuram on the same night of 21-10-67 at about 23.56 hours on No 79 Dn Renigunta-Vijayawada Passenger near the down Home Signal of Stuartpuram Railway Station.
(c) The interval between the two offences is approximately 3 hours and 30 minutes.

(d) The value of the property lost in both the cases is approximately Rs 1,200.

(e) State Crime Branch CID is investigating into these cases.

(f) Some others also were arrested on 5-11-67. The gold chain which was stolen was recovered at the instance of one of the accused. The information is, Sir, that out of the 13 people in both the cases put together, some are common, 8 have been arrested and 4 or 5 are absconding. Vigorous efforts are being made. One more accused by name, latest Bandi Nagayya has been arrested and gold chain weighing 3 sovereigns has been recovered. Out of 13 accused in both the cases 8 have been arrested and the entire property has been recovered. Vigorous efforts are being made to apprehend the remaining 5 absconding accused.

(g) That signal was not alert. The area is not inhabited and is full of sandy bushes.

(h) That signal was not alert. The area is not inhabited and is full of sandy bushes.

(i) The information is, Sir, that out of the 13 people in both the cases put together, some are common, 8 have been arrested and 4 or 5 are absconding. Vigorous efforts are being made. One more accused by name, latest Bandi Nagayya has been arrested and gold chain weighing 3 sovereigns has been recovered. Out of 13 accused in both the cases 8 have been arrested and the entire property has been recovered. Vigorous efforts are being made to apprehend the remaining 5 absconding accused.
Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy — Action is being taken. In fact, I may also say on receipt of information by 2.30 a.m. the Inspector has gone there, but unfortunately by the time he went he found the S I and other staff sleeping

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy — Naturally action will be taken

Sri Y. Venkat Rao — What is the action so far taken?

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy — I have no information, Sir, but certainly action will be taken

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy — In fact, when I saw the report in the press I happened to be at Guntur and in fact I sent for the Superintendent of Police and the others concerned and said that this must be traced and that they cannot allow this kind of things to happen

(Sri Vavilala Gopalakrishnayya pressed his question)

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy — That is a separate matter, Sir. We will look into that.

Mr. Speaker — He has already answered that question
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Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy.—Yes, Sir, I have already answered that question. In fact, some lower-ranking officers have given their statements.

Suspension of Gazetted Officers in Police Department

1377—

*S2489 (A) Q.—Sri S. Vemayya.—Will hon. the Chief Minister be pleased to state

the number of Gazetted Officers suspended or removed from service from 1-1-1967 to 31-8-1967 in Police Department?

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy.—One Gazetted Police Officer was suspended during the period from 1-1-1967 to 31-8-1967.

Sri S. Vemayya.—May I know the circumstances under which he has been suspended and the various charges that have been levelled against that Officer?

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy.—The question is in a private case. They seem to have foisted a case of rape against one gentleman and it came to light that the case was not proved. The judgement of the Court also was gone into and an enquiry was made. On the prima facie it was felt that this Officer and some other were responsible for it.

Police Officers under Suspension

1378—

*S2626 (A) Q.—Sarvasti A. Eshwara Reddy (Tirupathi) T. Pushothama Rao (Wardhamanapet).—Will hon. the Chief Minister be pleased to state

(a) whether it is a fact that some senior Officers of Police Department have been placed under suspension recently, and

(b) whether it is a fact that two of the suspended Officers have been the recipients of Rashtrapathi’s Medals on the occasion of the last Independence Day?

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy.—(a) Yes, Sir. A Superintendent of Police and an Inspector of Police have been placed under suspension in August, 1967.

(b) No, Sir.

Sri B. Ratnasabhapathy (Rajampeta).—What are the names of those people and the places to which they belong? (i.e., the designations)

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy.—One is a Superintendent—Sri M. E. Reddy and the other is an Inspector of Police—one Mr. Tirupathi Reddy.

§§ (b) *No.* ఒన్ను, ఎం తిడి అది సహకారం అందుకు, అది ఒక్కరిప్పు సహకారం అది సహకారం అందుకు, Srisri K. Brahmananda Reddy.—That is a confidential matter.

Sir
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**Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy** — The enquiry has been going on, and I hope very soon the enquiry will be finalised.

**GRANTS TO NEWS PAPERS AND NEWS AGENCIES**

1379—

*1512 Q — Sri Ahmed Hussain (Sitharambagh) — Will the hon Janasambanda Shramika Mantii be pleased to state

(a) the number of News Papers and news agencies which are given grant by the Janasambanda Shakha of the Government of Andhra Pradesh during 1965-66 and the amounts given to each,

(b) the basis on which the grants are given, a copy of the condition for giving grant be placed on the Table of the House,

(c) whether the Janasambanda Shakha pays remuneration for features etc., besides giving grant to news agencies, if so, what are the conditions therefor?

The Minister for Janasambanda Sakha (Sri Konda Lakshmana Bapuji) — (a) No grants are given to any news papers and news agencies. The Government are, however, subscribing to the following News agencies in order to patronise them during 1965-66 —

1. The Associated News Service, Hyderabad Rs 750 p.m.
2. The Press Trust of India, Bombay, (for two Telegraphers) Rs 2,000 p.m.
3. The United News of India, New Delhi for two Telegraphers Rs 2,000 p.m.
4. The India News and Feature Alliance, New Delhi (for 26 copies of its releases) Rs 1,650 p.m.

(b) Does not arise.

(c) No, Sir. Does not arise.

**Po KV — Will the agencies publish the news articles?**

Sri Ahmed Hussain — News alliance syndicate publish the news articles, copy is very important, sir.
1380—

(a) No, Sir,
(b) Does not arise

* 1933 Q. Sarvesti B N Reddi, Uppala Malsoor (Suryapet) Raghava Reddi (Nakrekal) —Will the hon Minister for Industries be pleased to state

(a) whether it is a fact that in the Government Glass Works, Gudur, misappropriation of sums to the tune of Rs. 40,000 took place and Government was able to detect only Rs 18,000 and ordered for recovery from the Officer but the Managing Director has not implemented the order, and

(b) if so, the reasons therefor and what steps are proposed to be taken for recovery of the same?

The Minister for Industries (S IV G V Guinmurthy) —

(a) No, Sir,

(b) Does not arise

* 1933 Q. Sarvesti B N Reddi, Uppala Malsoor (Suryapet) Raghava Reddi (Nakrekal) —Will the hon Minister for Industries be pleased to state

(a) whether it is a fact that in the Government Glass Works, Gudur, misappropriation of sums to the tune of Rs. 40,000 took place and Government was able to detect only Rs 18,000 and ordered for recovery from the Officer but the Managing Director has not implemented the order, and

(b) if so, the reasons therefor and what steps are proposed to be taken for recovery of the same?

The Minister for Industries (S IV G V Guinmurthy) —

(a) No, Sir,

(b) Does not arise

* 1933 Q. Sarvesti B N Reddi, Uppala Malsoor (Suryapet) Raghava Reddi (Nakrekal) —Will the hon Minister for Industries be pleased to state

(a) whether it is a fact that in the Government Glass Works, Gudur, misappropriation of sums to the tune of Rs. 40,000 took place and Government was able to detect only Rs 18,000 and ordered for recovery from the Officer but the Managing Director has not implemented the order, and

(b) if so, the reasons therefor and what steps are proposed to be taken for recovery of the same?

The Minister for Industries (S IV G V Guinmurthy) —
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AERIAL SURVEY TO LOCATE NON-FERROUS METALS

1381—

* 2841 Q - Sarwati Ch Rageswara Rao (Succilla) P Subbariah (Vedagondlapalem) and S Venayya — Will the hon Minister for Industries be pleased to state

(a) whether it is a fact that our State Government have undertaken aerial geophysical survey to locate deposits of Zinc, Copper, Lead and other non-ferrous metals,

(b) if so, what are the results of the preliminary survey and what are the details of the proposed plan in this regard, and

(c) whether the survey is done on behalf of the Central Government in Co-operation with the State Government?

Sri B V Gurumurthy — (a) No, Sir,

(b) This is done exclusively under the aegis of the Central Government

(c) No, Sir.

Ms V Gunumutli — Preliminary report shows deposits of Non-ferrous metals, copper, lead, scarce materials. A preliminary report indicates the details of the deposits. A detailed investigation was done. Report indicates the areas. Parts of Cumbum area are detailed survey areas. Report indicates deposits. Report indicates detailed survey areas.

Sri G Sivayya — For (a) the Minister has said ‘No’. If so was there any possibility of having a preliminary survey?

Sri B V Gurumurthy — That ‘No’ relates to our State Government. But it is done under the aegis of the Central Government

MISAPPROPRIATIONS IN BALANAGAR CO-OPERATIVE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, HYDERABAD

1382—

* 1536 (H) Q — Sri B Ratnasabapathy — Will the hon Minister for Industries be pleased to state

(a) whether the Government are aware of the serious irregularities leading to misappropriations of large sums having been committed by the Chairman and the Accountant of the Balanagar Co-operative Industrial Estate in Hyderabad, and
(b) If so, what action was taken on them?

Sri B V Gurumurthy - (a) In 1965 there was misappropriation of funds to the tunes of Rs 26,520 by the then Accountant of the Cooperative Industrial Estate, Balanagai.

(b) Immediately after the defalcation was brought to his notice on 27-11-65 the Chairman of the Cooperative Industrial Estate constituted a sub-committee consisting of himself, the Vice-Chairman and other Directors to conduct a detailed enquiry and submit a report. The sub-committee managed to recover the entire amount from the Accountant concerned. The services of the Accountant were terminated.

Sri B Ratna Sabhapathy - But there were charges against the Chairman also. What happened to those charges?

Mr Speaker - There were no allegations against the Chairman at all. When it was brought to the notice of the Chairman, the Chairman and Vice-Chairman and other Directors have formed themselves into a Committee of enquiry and enquired into the matter and punished that man and recovered the amount.

Sri K. Govinda Rao - But, as the Hon. Member says, there are certain allegations against the Chairman.

Mr Speaker - The Minister says that is not correct.

Sri B Ratnasabhapathi - That charges against the Chairman were that in his own account misappropriation was found. He is also an industrialist in the Industrial Estate and in his own account he appeared to have drawn money. There is a special charge in addition to many other charges.

Sri B V. Gurumurthy - I am not aware of the other allegations. So far as the specific allegation is concerned, this is the position and this is the information. If other allegations or other information is passed on to me, I will make the necessary enquiries.

Rs 26,520/- by the then Accountant should be supplied. If there are any such allegations against the Chairman, I will provide the answer.
THIEFT OF TEAK WOOD IN BHADRACHALAM TALUK

2103 Q.—Srivasi N Raghava Reddy and Mohd. Riaab Ali (Khammam) —Will the hon Minister for Municipal Administration be pleased to state

(a) whether it is a fact that theft of Teak Wood in large quantities has been committed in R. Kothagudem and other places of Bhadrachalam Taluk, Khammam District,

(b) whether this matter has come to the notice of flying squad, and

(c) whether it is a fact that the Forest Department Officers are connected with the said theft?

The Minister for Municipal Administration (Sri N. Chenchu Rama Naidu) —(a) Yes, Sir

(b) Yes, Sir

(c) It is suspected that some forest officers also are connected with the said theft.

Sri N Chenchu Rama Naidu —The Flying Squad Party invented 96 stumps in a selection group, 56 logs in three groups, 61 logs in three groups, 96 logs and 2400 C.F. 

Concerned Officers have been suspended for further action.

D.F.O. Chief Conservator of Forests has been kept under suspension.

Mi Speaker —Another man has been kept under suspension.
Mr Speaker: The D F O has been transferred. The matter is still under enquiry. They have transferred the D F O and kept the other officers under suspension. The enquiry is still going on.

Sri N. Chencehu Rama Naidu —The whole thing has been referred to the Anti-Corruption Bureau

TRANSFER OF ROUTES

1384—

* 3723 Q —Sri T C Rajan (Palamaner) —Will hon. the Chief Minister be pleased to state

(a) the No of fleet owners in Chittoor District who have sold their routes or transferred to others during 1962-67,

(b) whether these persons who have sold their routes have again got fresh routes,

(c) if so, on what basis and the reasons therefor,

(d) whether the Government is contemplating to cancel permits of those who have sold their routes to others, and

(e) if so, when?

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy —(a) Three fleet owners of Chittoor District have transferred their route permits to others during 1962-67

(b) None of these fleet owners has again got any fresh permit.

(c) This does not arise in view of the answer to clause (b).

(d) & (e) As all the three fleet owners transferred their route permits to others with the permission of the Regional Transport Authority, the question of cancellation of their permits does not arise.

Sri G. Sivayya —Whether the Government is aware that a number of fleet owners who have obtained bus permits are selling their routes and again applying to the Government for fresh permits?

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy —I have answered Sir. Under certain conditions the Regional Transport Authority is empowered to permit these travels. But if you have listened my answer to (b) 'No, e of these fleet owners has again got any fresh permits.'
CONTRIBUTION TO STATE DEVELOPMENT LOAN

1385—
* 2.96 (M) Q — Sarvasri B Nuanjan Rao and Dhanenkula Narsimham (Put by Sri Vavilala Gopalakishnayya) — Will hon the Chief Minister be pleased to state

(a) what is the amount collected by the officials towards contribution for the State Development Loan floated from 1st September 1967 from Krishna District, and

(b) what is the rate of commission offered and what is the rate finally accepted?

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy — The total amount collected by the officials in the District towards donations to 5 3/4% Andhra Pradesh State Development Loan is Rs 9,01,449 75

Different rates were offered by various parties. But a rate of 6% was accepted by the Government for investments exceeding Rs 10,00 lakhs.

STATE DEVELOPMENT LOAN

1386—
* 3134 Q — Sarvasri Vavilala Gopali Krishnayya, M Ch Naguah (Piat'ipadu) and K. Krishnamurthy (Hanchandra puram) — Will hon the Chief Minister be pleased to state

whether the Government have floated Andhra Pradesh Development Loan of Rs 10 crores this year and whether officials have collected money from the Public as contribution?

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy — Yes, Sir.
Mr Speaker, The cases which are brought to the notice of the Government they will certainly take action.

SLEEPER COACHES FOR NIGHT BUSES

1387—

3724 Q—Sri T. C. Rajan —Will hon the Chief Minister be pleased to state

(a) whether the Government is contemplating to introduce sleeper coaches for all long routes and night buses in the State, and

(b) if so, when?

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy —(a) No, Sri The Andhra Pradesh State Road Transport Corporation is not having any proposal to introduce sleeper coaches for all long distance routes and night buses in the State,

(b) Does not arise.

AGRICULTURE LABOUR STRIKE AT HASANPARTHY

1388—

* 2487 Q—Sri S. Vemayya —Will the hon Janasambandha Shramika Mantri be pleased to state

(a) the manner in which the agriculture labour strike which was started on 6-8-67 was ended at Hasanparthy village, Warangal taluk and district, and

(b) the manner in which the agriculture labour strike at 'Atturu' village in Chidragiri taluk, Chittor district ended?

Sri Konda Lakshman Bapuji — (a) The Farm servants of Hasanparthy village of Warangal taluk and district belonging to Hanjan community abstained from their normal duties on the 6th & 7th of Aug '67, demanding higher wages, although the prevailing
rates viz Rs 360 to Rs 410 p.r year were more than the minimum rates of wages fixed under the Minimum Wages Act, 1948 i.e. in 1961 Rs 300 per year. There was no demand from other farm servants belonging to other communities. Also no previous notice of their intention to strike work was received. The strike was ultimately called off unconditionally on the 3rd day without any meeting ground between landlords and the agriculture labour. There is no village by name “Attur” in Chittaur District, Chandrajir Taluk, but there is a village by name “Allur”.

(b) During the commencement of paddy season there was some unrest among the casual agricultural labour demanding wages at the rate of Rs 1,25 per day for a male and Rs 10 per day for a female in addition to midday meal already provided. One section of the landlords who did not accept the demand for higher wage, arranged to get their work done by the labour belonging to neighbouring villages by paying extra wages so that the transplantation work might not suffer. After the transplantation work the tension prevailing in the village during the period subsided. Since then there was no unrest because higher wages are being paid viz Rs 1 25 per day with two meals for male worker and Rs 10 per day with one meal to women worker.
Mr Speaker—Without meals they work from early morning from 4 O’clock. They will be served food in the morning and again at 2 O’clock. That is the practice that is obtaining in the villages.
Grants to the Teeleru K & V I Association

1389—

1505 (C) Q.—Sri Vaddada Gopalakrishnayya—Will the hon Minister for Industries be pleased to state

(a) whether any amount by way of grants or loans was given to the Teeleru Khadi and Village Industries Association, Teeleru, Atmakur Taluk, Mahaboobnagar District, and

(b) whether any work was turned out and what is the amount so far realised?

Sri B V Gurumurthy—(a) Yes, Sir. The Teeleru Khadi & Village Industries Association Atmakur Tq., Mahaboobnagar District, was granted during the year 1965-66 a sum of Rs 10,200 as a loan and Rs 1,200 as grant by the Andhra Pradesh Khadi & Village Industries Board towards working capital, stocking of oil seeds ghanis and Ghami sheds, etc

(b) No, Sir

(No answer)

The Association has been categorised as "D" Class inefficient association. The attachment report has been completed. The Association has been declared as such. The Association has been dissolved.
Loans can be recovered only when the man has got property.

Sri B V Gurumurthy — It is also stated that the land was in his name. It is possible we recover.

Grants to the Gandhi Sowbhagya Asram, Vijayanagaram 1965–66:

1) 3796 Q - Sri P Sambasiva Raju (put by Sri K Govindarao) — Will the hon. Minister for Industries be pleased to state

(a) whether it is a fact that the Gandhi Sowbhagya Asram at Vijayanagaram is receiving grants from the Government and Khadi Board,

(b) if so, how much was given during 1965-66, 1966-67 and 1967-68, and

(c) if so, whether any inspecting officer has visited the said Asram before releasing grant?

Sri B V Gurumurthy — (a) The Gandhi Sowbhagya Asram received loans and grants from the A P Khadi & Village Industries Board. The Government have not advanced any loan or grant.

(b) No amount was sanctioned during the year 1965-66, 1966-67 and 1967-68. But an amount of Rs 7,500 as loan and Rs 7,500 as grant were sanctioned and released during the year 1960-61 only.

(c) The Technical supervisor (Hand Made Paper Industries) Khadi & Village Industries Commission at Hyderabad visited the institution before actual release of funds to the Asram.

They have refunded the amount of Rs 13,964 16 as unspent amount along with interest. An amount of Rs 600 was directly remitted to the Khadi Commission. Properties of the Asram are attached to recover the amount of recover will be paid in instalments.

Sri B V Gurumurthy — Replying to section 3796 Q above, it is stated that the property was settled to the Asram.
(3) E. of 30th 2915 Rs. 15108-19, 30th 2915 Rs. 14165-67

SLATE QUARRIES IN Darsi AND Podili TALUKS

1391—
* 2915 Q—Sri R. Mahananda (Darsi) —Will the hon. Minister for Industries be pleased to state
(a) the number of Slate quarries in Darsi and Podili Taluks of Nellore District which are leased out,
(b) who are the lessees for the same and their addresses,
(c) what is the rate of lease amount per acre and the rate of royalty per ton,
(d) what are the arrangements made by the Government to collect these lease amounts and royalty and the dead rent,
(e) for how many years all the above quarries or mines are leased out, and
(f) what is the amount realised by the Government from these lessees in 1965-66 and 1966-67?

Sh B V Gurumurthy —(a) 12
(b), (c) and (d) —A statement is placed on the Table of the House
(e) 20 years
(f) 1965-66 Rs 15,108-19, 1966 67 Rs 14,656 47

Statement)
STATEMENT PLACED ON THE TABLE OF THE HOUSE

Vide Answer to L A Q *(STARRED) No 2915/67 (* *)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Name of the lessee and address</th>
<th>Rate of lease amount per acre and rate of royalty per ton</th>
<th>Arrangements made by Government to collect the lease amounts royalty and the deadrent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sri P C Venkat-asubbaiah Markapur</td>
<td>Rs 25% per hectare 80 paise per ton</td>
<td>The royalty on the quantity consigned is being collected before issue of transport permit. The dead rent after deducting the royalty already paid in a year, will be arrived at on each mining lease and the amount due, if any, is being collected. In case any lessee failed to pay in time, the provision of Revenue Recovery Act is invoked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sri S Malakonda Reddy, M L C Hyderabad and Gogula-dinne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>—do— Thummalache-ruvu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sri Ch Butchi Venkata Rao, Raynaram, Jawahar Street, Kakinada East Godavani District</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>—do— Mynapet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>—do— Pothalapad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>—do— Chennareddi-palli</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>—do— Rolagampal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Smt Grandlu Rajeswararamma, Markapur</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Sri Palavidi Chma Venkata-subbaiah, Markapur</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>—do— Chennareddi-palli</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Smt V V R. K Yachendra, Kumara Raja of Venkatagiri, Venkatagiri and Kethagudi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Mr. Speaker, I will go through the Act and rules and tell you.

Mr. Speaker, — First time they auction.

Mr. Speaker, — I do not have the information immediately, Sir. I will get and communicate.

Mr. Speaker, — The policy of the Government is at the first instance all these quarries are auctioned.

Mr. Speaker, — The policy of the Government is to auction and the highest bidder of course is given for a period of five years. At the time of renewal he is given another lease of another five years subject to revision of the amount by the Government. The Government fixes the amount. If they are agreeable, they give it to him otherwise they again auction it. That is the policy.

Mr. Speaker, — First time they auction.
20
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Sri V G Gurumurthy — As I said I will find out all the details. At the moment I do not have the information and I will circulate.

Sri H V Gurumurthy — As I said I will find out all the details. At the moment I do not have the information and I will circulate.

LOCATION OF MUNICIPAL HIGH SCHOOL IN PARK IN TIRUPATI

1392—

* 1557 Q — Sri A Eswara Reddy — Will the hon. Minister for Municipal Administration be pleased to state

(a) whether it is a fact that there is a park in Tirupati named after late Sri Subbarama Reddy Garu, ex-Municipal Chairman of the Tirupathi Municipality, Chittoor District,

(b) whether it is a fact that the above park has been neglected since five years and buildings are being constructed for locating a Municipal High School, thereby depriving the amenity to the pilgrims and the public, and

(c) whether the Government will take steps to instruct the Municipal authorities to keep the park in good condition so that it will be useful for the public?

Sri N Chenchurama Naidu — (a) Yes, Sir.

(b) The park is being maintained by the Municipality and daily newspapers in Telugu and English are also being issued to the public for reading in the park. A radio is also provided in the park which is operated daily. Four sheds have been constructed in the park for the use of Municipal Elementary School and High School due to dearth of accommodation. As the plants and crotons have been destroyed due to stamping by schoolchildren, the park represents a neglected appearance.

(c) Government have issued instructions to the Municipality to acquire separate land immediately and shift the sheds to the land to be acquired.

Sri G Sivayya — It is a fact that there is pressure for the land, Sir. Inspite of it whether the Government is aware that there are about 20 acres of land available on the western part of Tirupathi town for the public purposes. Whether they will acquire the land for the purpose of schools etc — the Municipal Administration,
5th March, 1968

(a) whether any proposal is under consideration of the Government to publish the State Administration Report in Telugu; and

(b) if not, the reasons therefor?

Sr K. Brahmananda Reddy — (a) Government have already issued orders to publish the Telugu version of the State Administration Report in addition to the English version thereof from 1966-67 and onwards

(b) Does not arise
5th March, 1968.


I have to protest, Sir.

Legal. Andhra Pradesh state is a continuation of Andhra State Act.

It is not a thing between Brahmananda Reddy and myself.

I have got a strong position. That is why I am not going to yield on that point.

Mr Speaker — When the Chief Minister says he is prepared to examine what you have stated, where is the need.

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy — If he has got a strong position we have no objection to yield.

No, you (Chief Minister) are not at all replying. Three times raise the occasion. Report raise three times. Raise the occasion. We say. Raise raise the occasion. Raise raise the occasion. Mr Speaker — That is all right. He is giving an assurance.
Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy — Sir, after the examination is over

Mr Speaker — No, Document No. 118 District States Reorganization Act, Anhra State Act No. 33. Let him consult the Law Department. Let him say so. Let him consult the Law Department.

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy — Sir, that is all right. I will request my colleague Mr. Narasimha Rao to look into it and consult the Law Department and if what he says is correct I have said we have no objection to agree.

Mr Speaker — The Chief Minister promised to get the position examined and inform the House

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy — As quickly and as expeditiously as possible. When I say this, Sir, naturally I am going to ask my colleague as I said to look into it and to consult the Law Department.
5th March, 1968.

Oral Answers to Question.

MURDER AT AKKAMPETA VILLAGE

1394—

4 1950 Q - Sri Vavlala Gopalakrishnayya —Will hon. the Chief Minister be pleased to state,

(a) whether it was a fact that Kumari M Sarathma, resident of Akkampeta was murdered on 10-1-1966 at Akkampeta village of Sulurpet taluk, Nellore district and whether a case was booked by the Sulurpet Police, and

(b) if so, whether any investigation has taken place and if so, at what stage the case stands?

Sri K Brahmananda Reddy —(a) Yes, Sir. It is a fact that Kumari M Sarathma, resident of Andagundla village near Akkampeta in Nellore Dist was found murdered with dead body floating in Rajakunta Tank near Akkampeta village on 10-1-66. A case in Cr No 4/66 under section 302 IPC was registered in Sulurpet Police Station.

(b) The case was investigated into by the local police, as also by the Crime Branch, C I D, Hyderabad. For want of evidence, direct or circumstantial, the case had to be treated as undetectable.

On 10-1-1966 probably at about 8 P M or so, somewhere in the night it happened, Sir. The next day, because the body was floating on 10-1-1966, the police were sent to the tank. Not being satisfied with it, we have sent C I D also into it. But unfortunately, Sir, because there was no possibility of getting direct evidence and it was done in the night on the tank bund and circumstantial evidence was not forthcoming. They made their efforts but that could not come. I really feel very sorry for the way in which this thing happened. Unfortunately an innocent girl was coming in the night from some place and there were people in the village - 3 - 4 suspects who have been making overtures to her. She seems to be a very intelli gent girl and she seems to have courted any trouble from that, and at the same time avoiding them. Unfortunately this thing happened. We made all efforts and as I said earlier we sent C I D also but when no evidence either direct or circumstantial is forthcoming we feel helpless in the matter.
Oral Answers to Questions 5th March, 1968

PROMULGATION OF SECTION 30 OF POLICE ACT IN NELLORE

1395—

* 2512 Q — Sri S Vemayya — Will hon. the Chief Minister be pleased to state:

(a) the circumstances under which the Section 30 of Indian Police Act was promulgated at Nellore Town (District) on 15-8-67,

(b) number of students who participated in picketing,

(c) number of students arrested if any, out of clause (b) above, and

(d) the manner in which the agitation was ended?

Sri K Brahmamanda Reddy — (a) The students of V R College, Nellore issued a notice on 8-9-67 to the President, Hotels' Association, Nellore demanding the reduction in the rates of meals, coffee, tea, etc., on par with the rates prevailing in 1964 and threatened to resort to picketing at hotels from 15-8-67 if the demand is not conceded. Therefore orders under Section 30 of Police Act requiring permission for procession and assemblies were promulgated in Nellore town as a precautionary measure.

(b) There was no picketing at all.

(c) Does not arise

(d) The agitation by the students did not materialise due to compromise.

LOAN FOR OPENING A KHADI SALES DEPOT AT KAikalur

1396—

* 745 Q — Sri K Venkateswar Rao (Vuyyur) — Will the hon. Minister for Industries be pleased to state:

(a) is it a fact that an amount of Rs 17,000 has been paid as loan to Sri Gadsukunti Syamala Raju of Kaikalur, Krishna District for opening a Khadi Sales Depot from the funds of the Khadi Board and

(b) the reasons for not collecting the loan either by Board or by the Government from the borrower or from the sureties?

Sri B V Gurumurthy — (a) No, Sir

(b) Does not arise

There is a small clarification. He is not a party but he acted as an agent to sell sub-standard cloth from the Khadi Board and he made deposit and other conditions also. But he has yet to pay... He has taken Khadi cloth worth about Rs 15,271 33 and returned some cloth and also paid some amount towards it. But an amount of Rs 3,445 89 is still due from him.

Sri B V Gurumurthy — Civi suit has been instituted against him on 4-3-1967 and it is still pending.

135—4
SRI V GURUMURTHY (a) Yes, Sir The Andhra Govt. Press Employees Union, Kurnool, went on one hour Tools-down strike on 23-10-67 but it has not been reported that 700 workers participated in the strike.

(b) Yes, Sir

(c) Termination of the temporary Services of two Compositors at Govt. Press, Kurnool on 1-8-67 for unsatisfactory work.

(d) At the request of the Union, a Joint meeting was held on 28-10-67 with the representatives of the Union and the issue arising out of termination of Compositors and hunger strike etc., was discussed and it was made clear to the Union that the action of the Govt. was in order on humanitarian grounds, however, the two employees, were appointed afresh as Compositors subject to the condition that their work would be watched for three months where upon the strike was called off.

SARPAUNCH OF THAMMINAPATNAM VILLAGE

(a) whether it is a fact that the Sarpauch of Thamminapatnam Village in Gudur Taluk of Nellore district has been beaten openly by some men in Momidi Bus stand in the month of August, 1967.

(b) what action has been taken by the police in this regard.

(c) is there any abetor behind this incident.

(d) are there any political reasons for the happening of this incident?
Oral Answers to Questions. 5th March 1968

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy --(a) Yes Sir It is a fact that Anguluru Radhakrishnaiah, Sarpanch of Thammmapatnam was beaten with a stick by one Dara Jayakiah on his hands, legs and shoulder at M omidi Bus Stand on 24-8-67 at 5-00 p.m

(b) A case in Cr No 58/67 u/s 324 I P C was registered by Kota Police Station on 25-8-67 at 3-00 p.m

(c) Yes Sir As per the First Information Report Sri Ramachandra Reddy M L A is reported to have abetted the assault.

(d) Yes Sir The Sarpanch belongs to the group of Sri Nallappa Reddi Chandrasekhara Reddy (Chairman, Zilla Parishad, Nellore) and the accused Dara Jayakiah belongs to the M L A’s group.

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy —When the Medical report was received from the Medical Officer, Gudur the A P P II Gudur was consulted in the matter and he has opined the case as non-cognisable as the injuries were small in nature.

Mr Speaker ——324 is a cognizable offence

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy —It was registered under 324 I P C Ultimately, they said it is of non-cognizable nature

Q & M Cells in the Offices of the District Collectors

* 2286 Q —Sri Ch Rajeswara Rao. —Will hon. the Chief Minister be pleased to state
(a) whether it is a fact that the State Government had issued orders to organise O & M Cells in the Offices of the District Collectors

(b) if so, in how many districts the scheme has been implemented, and

(c) the experience gained as a result of such cells in improving the efficiency of the administration?

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy — (a) Yes, Sir

(b) 1

(c) 17

No separate cells dealing exclusively with O & M work have been formed, but only recently the P As to the Collectors have been attending to this work with the assistance of the existing staff only. On account of their preoccupation with their normal work, they have not been able to devote adequate attention to the O & M work as such.

D A To Pensioners

1400—

* 3752 Q — Sarvasri P Subbaiah, C V K Rao and Smt J Eashwari Bai (Yellareddo), — Will hon. the Chief Minister be pleased to state:

(a) whether the Dearness Allowance of the pensioners is going to be enhanced in view of the rising prices, and

(b) if not, whether any ad-hoc increase is contemplated?

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy — (a) The question whether Temporary Increase (D A) in pension may be enhanced or not is under consideration of Government.

(b) Does not arise.
Oral Answers to Questions 5th March, 1968

1401—

* 3330 Q —Sri Badarivishal Potti —Will the hon. Minister for Industries be pleased to state

(a) the progress made regarding the starting of office of the State Trading Corporation Department in the State ;

(b) whether the Small Scale Trade Material Board has been constituted, and

(c) if so, where?

Sri B V Gurumurthy—(a) There is no proposal for starting of the office of the State Trading Corporation in the State ,

(b) No, Sir

(c) Does not arise

“efforts being made to get a branch office of the S. T. C opened in the State”

Sri B V Gurumurthy—Efforts are still being made. I have also written, Sir. But so far no progress has been registered. But one thing has happened that a Branch Office of the Joint Chief Controller of Imports and Exports is being located at Hyderabad. Recently it was known to me that they are going to start this Branch Office from First April, Sir

Taxi Drivers Booked for Violation of Traffic Regulations

1402—

* 2883 Q —Sri P. O. Satyanarayana Raju (Yemmiganur) —Will hon. the Chief Minister be pleased to state

(a) the No. of Taxi drivers booked during June and July, 1967 for violating traffic regulations in Hyderabad city, and

(b) the No. of drivers convicted and acquitted?

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy —(a) June, 1967 284

(b) July, 1967 149

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Convicted</th>
<th>Acquitted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>June, 1967</td>
<td>166</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July, 1967</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5th March, 1968.

Oral Answers to Questions.

**SUB-TREASURY AT PILER**

1403—

* 1911 Q —Sri G V Chendrasekhar Reddy (Piler) — Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state

(a) whether the State Bank established at Piler in Chittoor District has requested the Government to establish a Sub-Treasury at Piler,

(b) if so, what is the action taken by the Government, and

(c) whether a similar request has been sent by the Panchayat Samithi, Chinnagottigallu?

Sri K Brahmananda Reddy — (a) No

(b) Does not arise

(c) No.

**TREASURY AT JAGGAYAPET SUB-TALUK**

1404—

* 4061 Q —Sri R. Buchi Ramaseshaiah Srehti (Jaggayapet) — Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state

(a) whether any representations have been received by the Government requesting to start a Treasury at Jaggayapet sub-taluk;

(b) the action contemplated by the Government in this regard, and

(c) whether there is any proposal to start a treasury this year?

Sri K Brahmananda Reddy — (a) Yes.

(b) The proposals are deferred by the Government for better times

(c) No.

**INDUSTRIAL ESTATE AT TIRUPATHI**

1405—

* 2622 Q —Sri A Eswara Reddy — Will the hon Minister for Industries be pleased to state

(a) whether it is a fact that the Government has shelved the proposal of extending assistance to the Industrial Estate at Tirupathi in Chittoor district, and

(b) the present stage of the Assisted Industrial Estates at Tirupathi?

Sri B V Gurumurtty — (a) No Sir

(b) An extent of 1540 acres was acquired and the land developed into 30 plots. Out of these 30 plots, 25 plots have been allotted to the entrepreneurs and these have been taken possession of by them. One factory building is under construction. The Civil Works such as internal roads, administrative buildings, well, sewage system, Watch-and-Ward were completed. Power and Water supply will be made available shortly,
POINT OF INFORMATION

re: FIRE ACCIDENT IN KAKINADA

Mr Speaker — When he met me in my Chambers and brought this to my notice, I told him that I have admitted it under Rule 74 and it will be called on a day to be fixed and intimated to him why should he again ask about that. Please sit down.

Sri C V K Rao — The Chief Minister can as well assure us.

Mr Speaker — Without giving notice to the Chief Minister, how can I ask him to make a statement? I said that I have admitted the notice. Again he is raising this.

Sri C V K Rao — Yes, Sir because, this is an urgent matter. This is the second time it has happened and I cannot keep quiet. Sir, when people are suffering. Therefore I sought your assistance.

Mr Speaker — Please sit down.

Sri C V K Rao — I am prepared to sit down, if you are going to ask the Chief Minister to make a statement.

Mr Speaker — There are limits. Please sit down.

Sri C V K Rao — I am telling you, Sir, that the people are suffering.

Mr Speaker — Very good, Sir, that is exactly, why I have admitted the notice under Rule 74 and I said that I would call tomorrow or day after. If it is not an urgent matter, I would not have admitted it.

Sri C V K Rao — Sir.

Mr Speaker — He cannot waste the precious time of the House. Please sit down.

Sri C V K Rao — But.

Mr Speaker — May I request him to resume his seat? I am very sorry for his attitude in the House. I have been liberal. Please sit down.

Sri C V K Rao — I cannot help Sir. Why do you adopt this attitude when 2,000 people are rendered homeless? Be good enough. Tomorrow this matter may be taken up. Am I not having any right to request, Sir?

Mr Speaker — Please sit down.

Sri C V K Rao — I am prepared to sit down if it is taken up tomorrow. I will certainly resume my seat.
Mr Speaker — When he met me in my chambers before coming to the House, I told him that I have admitted it under rule 74 and it would be taken up tomorrow or day after because it is an urgent matter. Again he is raising the same issue. We have wasted nearly 10 minutes precious time of the House.

Sri C V K Rao — Let me give my personal explanation.

Sri K Brahmamanda Reddy — No matter which is not in the Agenda should be published in the Papers.

Sri C V K Rao — Let me give my personal explanation. As a matter of fact, at the Zero hour, I rather wanted that this matter may be taken up tomorrow. If it is taken up tomorrow, I shall be very glad. That is all.

Mr Speaker — I am not prepared to give any assurance. I have admitted it under rule 74 as it is an urgent matter of public importance. According to the convenience of the House and the Minister, it will be called. Because it is an urgent matter, it may be called tomorrow or day after.

Sri C V K Rao — If that was the case, I go and assist the people. This is the second instance wherein 2000 people are affected.

Mr Speaker — There are number of ways to give relief to the people who are affected. If he wants to go immediately, he can as well meet the Chief Minister and the concerned Minister and represent them and ask them to proceed and take immediate action in the matter and give some relief to the affected people.

Sri C V K, Rao — The House is one of the means to bring to the notice of the Government. The present situation is...

Mr Speaker — I have understood the present situation and the point raised by you in your notice and that is why I have admitted it under Rule 74.

Sri K Brahmamanda Reddy — Such a serious incident at Kakinada certainly requires his presence there.

Sri C V K Rao — The Chief Minister is diverting the matter. Sir, if I go, the Chief Minister will be very glad. Very well I go there rather than with the august company of the Chief Minister.

ie — Fifth Finance Commission

— The personnel concerned are about September end. Naturally we will have to prepare...
our case. So, I certainly request every Hon’ble Member to bestow sufficient thought which will certainly help us in preparing our case or bringing new points into consideration, which can effectively be put before the Finance Commission.

Mr Speaker — Every Member must take my permission before raising any point.

Mr Speaker — Yes. He has taken my permission. Hereafter, I request the hon. Members to take my permission if they want to raise any matter. If any Member is going on speaking without my permission, that would not form part of the proceedings.

Mr RoR - Public interest vs voluminous work. Questionnaire vs voluminous work. I have prepared the Questionnaire. I would like to prepare a voluminous work in this connection. We cannot form part of the proceedings.

Mr RoR - Public interest vs voluminous work.

Mr Speaker - Whatever information he wants on that point, the Minister can furnish to him.

Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy - The figures are ready. They will be supplied.

Mr Speaker - Whatever information he wants on that point, the Minister can furnish to him.

Sri Konda Lakshmati Bapuji - The figures are ready. I shall pass it on to him.

Mr Speaker - After the House Committee is formed, I will call for the Leaders of the Opposition Parties and also the Leader of the House and then we will give some direction to the House Committee.
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Mr Speaker — The term of the present House Committee will expire in about 10 or 15 days.

Sri B Ratnasabhapatlu — The same House Committee may continue taking the Leaders of the Opposition in the Committee.

Mr Speaker — I will be convening a meeting with all the leaders of the parties in about 2 or 3 days.

What about Call Attention Notice regarding delay in releasing grants to aided schools?

Sri T V Raghavulu — I will be making a statement on 11th

Mr Speaker — Does he want time to collect full information before making that statement?

Sri T V Raghavulu — Yes Sir.

CALLING ATTENTION TO MATTERS OF URGENT PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
16. Death of Tota Kotiah in Kanchikacherva Village, Krishna District

Mr Speaker —- The term of the present House Committee will expire in about 10 or 15 days.

Sri B Ratnasabhapatlu — The same House Committee may continue taking the Leaders of the Opposition in the Committee.

Mr Speaker — I will be convening a meeting with all the leaders of the parties in about 2 or 3 days.

What about Call Attention Notice regarding delay in releasing grants to aided schools?

Sri T V Raghavulu — I will be making a statement on 11th

Mr Speaker — Does he want time to collect full information before making that statement?

Sri T V Raghavulu — Yes Sir.

CALLING ATTENTION TO MATTERS OF URGENT PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
16. Death of Tota Kotiah in Kanchikacherva Village, Krishna District
Calling attention to a matter of urgent public importance
re Impending danger to several villages under Pochampad Project due to floods

Sri P Naras Reddy (Nirmal)—Mr Speaker, Sir, there are four villages under the Pochampad Project, which are likely to be inundated even by slight floods in the Godavari, two villages are in Adilabad district and two are in Nizamabad district. The hon Minister for Irrigation Sri S Sidda Reddy has personally seen the fate of those villages.

As regards the Pochampad Project itself, the bund has come right into the villages affecting about 20 houses of Harijans and other people, and the fields that were acquired round about the village have also been dug out for taking out sand and earth for the earthen dam. Apart from the fact that the Government have rehabilitated the people, the ring of the bund has come round the villages and the water that would come during floods would naturally inundate these villages. Last year, the attention of the Government was invited to this fact that there was need to rehabilitate the villagers. The hon Chief Minister said that there was no anxiety in as much as the water would not come. But, at the first rain the Public Works Department gave a warning to the villagers that they will have to settle themselves elsewhere because the flood water is likely to inundate the village. Now, the villagers are kept in such a state that they do not know what their fate would be when the rains come next. I do not think we are trying to do any justice to these villagers. Therefore, I submit that this is a matter of great public importance and that these
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re Refusal of the management of Andhra Steel Corporation, Vizag, to take back the workers even after the lockout being declared illegal

villagers have sacrificed for the bund in as much as they are being uprooted for the sake of construction of this project. On the plea that there are no funds available to rehabilitate them, I submit, the Government cannot be complacent about it, and urgent action is necessary. I hope and trust that the Hon'ble Chief Minister would take immediate action.

The other day Dr K L Rao, the Union Minister for Irrigation, has also inspected these villages, and he was also of the opinion that necessary action would have to be taken for these villages. A few days back the Godavari was again in spate and the flood water reached the banks. Again, the villagers are in a state of surprise and anxiety as to what their fate would be. I would request that urgent action in the matter may be taken for these four villages at the earliest.

Sri K Brahmananda Reddy —I appreciate, Sir, that certainly the matter is fairly urgent so far as the four villages are concerned.

The Government are fully aware of the position that Pochampad village would come under submergence of the Project in 1968-69 and that the other three villages mentioned in Notice, viz., Lolam Keshavpur and Kojan Kothur may also come under submergence during flood season of 1968-69. Compensation has already been paid for the structures, etc. acquired in Pochampad and Lolam villages and in respect of the remaining two villages also it will be paid before the end of March 1968. The rehabilitation policy to be adopted in the case of displaced persons is under active consideration of the Government and they would take all necessary steps for rehabilitating the displaced persons in time in the case of villages that would get submerged in the flood season 1968-69.

re Refusal of the management of Andhra Steel Corporation, Vizag, to take back the workers even after the lockout being declared illegal.
Calling attention to a matter of urgent public importance

5th March, 1968.

Mr. N. Lakshman Bapuji

The management of Andhra Steel Corporation Ltd., Visakhapatnam, had declared a lockout in the Rolling Mills on 10-12-1967 on the grounds -

1) that the workers had indulged in violent activities and resorted to wrongful confinement of Officers and Staff on 8-12-1967, and

2) that the workers resorted to violence and threatened staff with dire consequences and refused to carry out the orders and instructions.
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re Refusal of the management of Andhra Steel Corporation, Vizag, to take back the workers, even after the lockout being declared illegal.

The management, therefore, said that they were unable to continue working and that they had decided to close down the working of the Rolling Mills with effect from 10-12-1967 till the situation comes to normality.

On 21-12-1967 and 4-1-1968 discussions were held before me. For the first meeting the workers' representatives could not come and for the second meeting the representative of the management could not come. However, on the basis of the discussion and in the light of the conciliation report of the Regional Assistant Commissioner of Labour, Visakhapatnam, in respect of the demands raised by the Union, the Government referred the following seven issues to adjudication on 5-1-1968:

1. Treating five workmen as on duty and payment of wages for the period 29-9-67 to 7-10-67,
2. Treating 57 workmen as on duty and payment of wages etc. from 3-11-67 till their re-employment,
3. Payment of subsistence allowance to the workers suspended during the strike period,
4. Payment of Bonus at the rate of 12½% for the year 1965-66,
5. Payment of lay-off compensation to 76 workers laid off in Roughing Mill,
6. Lockout/closure from 10-12-1967,
7. Dismissal of 17 workers.

As normally was not restored even after the reference, the Commissioner of Labour convened a Joint Meeting on 24-1-1968. The representatives of the Union attended the meeting, but the Director of the Company intimated the Commissioner of his inability to attend, consequent on his indisposition. The Government had subsequently, on 1-2-1968, while making a second reference on the following five issues to adjudication prohibited the continuance of the lockout in the Rolling Mills and strike in the Steel Foundry to restore industrial peace:

1. Payment of wages for the strike period,
2. Abolition of contract system in manufacturing process,
3. Payment of interim relief as recommended by the Central Wage Board for Engineering Industry,
4. Payment of wages to two suspended workers,
5. Reinstatement of five dismissed workers.

It may, however, be pointed out that Government did not declare the lockout as illegal as mentioned by the Hon'ble Members. It is noticed that in spite of all efforts by Government and assurances
from either side to maintain industrial peace the parties do not seem to have kept up their word and have continued to complain against each other even after prohibiting the lockout and the strike. There have been representatives from the Union that the strike was called off, but the management despite putting up a notice lifting the lockout are not allowing the workers to resume duty. The management, on the other hand, have represented that then Director and certain other officials were assaulted and that though the lockout was lifted the Union leaders were preventing and stopping the workers from going to work in the Factory.

The concerned Regional Assistant Commissioner of Shramika Shakha reported that the Rolling Mills has resumed normal working with a complement of 135 workers excluding monthly paid workers. The rod cutting section in the Rolling Mills with a complement of 42 workers could not be started as the cables had been burnt. Further, the management could not take about 250 workers to work as the contractor who employs them is reported to be at Calcutta and 20 to 30 workers of these contract labour have, however, been taken to work. It will be possible to absorb the other workers as and when the second shift in the Rolling Mills is started. It is also reported that 57 workers of the Rolling Mills have either been dismissed, suspended, resigned, removed from service or not reported for duty and not available having left the place.

Many instances of violence, illegal acts and mutual bad treatment have occurred between the parties, and both the parties do not seem to have any desire to develop a better understanding between themselves. Under the circumstances to bridge the gulf, the Shramikha Shakha and the Government are doing their best to the extent possible. In cases pending sub judice I do not want to mention anything. The Police have started the cases and they are pending before a court of law.

PAPERS LAID ON THE TABLE

NOTIFICATION ISSUED UNDER SEC 9 (2) OF THE ANDHRA PRADESH MOTOR VEHICLES TAXATION ACT 1963

The Minister for Co-operation (Sri K. Vijayabaskara Reddy),

Sir, on behalf of the Chief Minister, I beg to lay on the Table under sub section (2) of Section 9 of the Andhra Pradesh Motor Vehicles Taxation Act, 1963 (Andhra Pradesh Act 5 of 1963) a copy of the
Notification issued in the following G O under sub-section (1) or section 9 of the said Act:

**G O Ms No & Date**

G O Ms No 74, General Administration (Services-A), dated 12-2-1968.

Date of Publication in the Andhra Pradesh Gazette:


Mr Speaker — Paper laid on the table.

**AMENDMENT TO THE ANDHRA PRADESH PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION REGULATIONS, 1963**

Sri K Vijayabhaskara Reddy — Sir, I beg to lay on the Table a copy of Notification issued with G O Ms No 74 General Administration (Services-A), dated 12-2-1968 making an amendment to the Andhra Pradesh Public Service Commission Regulations, 1963 in accordance with clause (5) of Article 320 of the Constitution.

Mr Speaker — Paper laid on the table.

**ADDITIONS TO FIRST SCHEDULE TO THE INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES ACT 1947**

Sri Konda Lakshmanan Bapuji — Sir, I beg to lay on the Table a copy of G O Ms No 131, Home, dated 6-2-1968 containing additions to First Schedule to the Industrial Dispute Act, 1947, as required under sub-sections (3) of Section 40 of the said Act.

Mr Speaker — Paper laid on the table.

(Mr Deputy Speaker in the Chair)

**ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT (BUDGET) FOR 1968-69**

Voting of Demands for Grants:

Demand No. XIII — Police: Rs 10,43,97,500

Demand No. XII — Jail: Rs 95,23,000

Mr. Speaker — Paper laid on the table.

Suggestive feature is commendable and order maintains peace and order among citizens and peace loving citizens. Law and order is maintained in the best interest of the public. Law and order is to maintain peace and order at Commons. Peace among citizens is commendable and citizens peace loving citizens. Law and order is maintained in the best interest of the public. Law and order is to maintain peace and order among citizens.
Voting of Demands for Grants

Police force, services, state royalties, country royalties, personal royalty develop, superior officers, private services, withdrew police force, Police officials, top officials, state, state officers, old city, old city police, law and order.
Any sociology student who goes deep into the problem will understand, will try to understand, that this is a problem of sociology, that this is a problem of economic relations, and that this is a problem which is forcing itself into the political life, due to certain existing modes of production.
of falsehood is being focussed before the public. The public is being misled by false news about law and order. Law and order is not being broken by the Communists. We must know the truth, the fact about it. We must create a responsible paper like Andhra Prabha to highlight such false news and to create law and order. Law and order is not being broken by the Communists. We must create a responsible paper like Andhra Prabha to highlight such false news and to create law and order.
another responsible paper of late has published another instance of a head line which is misleading. It’s been some time since another instance of such instances has been published.

It is a creation of fantasy stories and horror stories. It increases the heartbeat of senior officials. Senior officials are afraid of being involved in such things. It is a fantastic nonsense. It is a creation of fantasy stories. It is more dangerous in the long run.

If you are going to make your senior officials as politicians, I will warn you it will be most dangerous even to you in the long run. We are capable of it. We don't want the help of Orissa Communists for that And those Orissa Communists, it seems, are bringing arms with them.
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"why  do  you  allow these  police  officials  to  publish  false  things?"  and  here  is  another
police  official  who  wants  to  tell  me  that  Andhra  Communists  are
in capable  and  so  Orissa  Communists  are  coming  and  they  are
creating  some  thing  and  here  is  another
police  official  who  wants  to  tell  me  that  Andhra  Communists  are
in capable  and  so  Orissa  Communists  are  coming  and  they  are
creating  some  thing  Hindi  try  हिंदी  ट्राय

This is  a serious  matter  on  a  very responsible  political
party  and  if  we  want  to  take  a  decision,  we  do  not  hide  it,  we  have
never  hidden  decision of this  nature  We  have  got  our  polite programme
We  are  working  on  it  जीवन  जीतना  a  feeling  of  insecurity
prevails  among  the  land  lords  and  the  Shavukars  in  the  Agency  area
in  the  Villages  in  Srikakulam  district  हो  जीतना  ईंधन जीतना
land  lords  अंक।  'वारा  ढूंढता  होता  होता,  होता  होता  ईंधन  जीतना
insecure  चीज  हो  तभी  होता  होता,  होता  होता  ईंधन  जीतना
insecure  चीज  हो  तभी  होता  होता,  होता  होता  ईंधन  जीतना
insecure  चीज  हो  तभी  होता  होता,  होता  होता  ईंधन  जीतना
insecure  चीज  हो  तभी  होता  होता,  होता  होता  ईंधन  जीतना
they  are  not  bothered  as  to  what  is
happening  to  the  mass  of  the  people  in  that  area  होता  होता
responsible  नहीं  किन्हीं  ईंधन  जीतना  truth  would  not  be  hidden  in  the  mass  of
words  that  he  has  tried  to  create  सभी  जीतना  है  है  है  है  है
all  the  same  he  would  not  hide  the  truth  है  है  है  है  है  है  है  है  है  है
He  says  "Tension  in  the
area  has  been  mounting  after  the  instance  of  the  Revudi  Village  where
two  persons  were  shot  dead  in  October'  तो  ही  है  है  है  है  है  है  है  है  है  है  है
the  tension  होता  होता  होता  होता  होता  होता
Basiclly  the  present  tension  springs  from
an  agrarian  problem  What  is  the  agrarian  problem?  The  hill  land
passed  on  to  the  Land  Lords  slowly  either  because  the  Harijans
could  not  redeem  the  mortgages  or  because  the  land-lords  exploited
the  illiteracy  of  the  GiriJans  and  now  show  documents  in  their  favour
Truth  होता  है  है  है  है  है  है  है  है  है  है
But  the  most  important
thing  is  होता  है  है  है  है  है  है  है  है  है  है
then  I  will  be  extremely  sorry  for  that  है  है  है  है  है  है  है  है  है  है  है  है  है
Communists do not believe in things like looting of shandies. If you want to say that communists have done it, say so. I am not bothered about it, because falsehood will never become truth in the long run and that will boomerang. In no way is the Communist party bothered, because we are confident the truth will certainly go into the people in the days to come. I must tell them openly that we are living in a fool's paradise. It is not so. My only point is, let open enquiry be held and everybody will be surprised. The situation is abnormal, abnormal, abnormal, but we are going to create greater problem of law and order in the state than any body else. All parties must take the responsibility to maintain law and order. Yes, Sir. As the leader of the Communist Party, I do say I take the responsibility to maintain law and order, but at the same time, I must say I have got the right to agitate for justice to the people who are being done injustice. With that right in my hand, I am prepared to maintain law and order. But immediately we take that right, and in a place—a remote place, if anybody should say that forced labour should not be there, law and order is broken by whom?—not by the landlords, but by the communists who say that forced labour should not be there. Law and order; 1968-69 Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1968-69 Voting of Demand is for Grants
Voting of Vendors for Grants

We are not going to hide that fact. Let the police complete their investigation. That is a very dangerous trend which is going on. Can you stop it? I want to ask you. If you cannot—and I know you cannot because the Government based on land lords, the Government based on monopolists—certainly it cannot go against them. One district is enough. The phenomenon in one district is sufficient to demonstrate the dangerous trend. One district is enough. One district is enough. That is the trend. One district is enough. That is the trend. One district is enough.
5th March, 1968
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I am not interested in that. When once things happen in the wrong way, it continues to go in the wrong way only because that — the police stations are torture chambers, I want to know. Are the Police Stations the torture chambers, I want to know. Are the Police Stations the torture chambers, I want to know. Are the Police Stations the torture chambers, I want to know.
Voting of Demands for Grants

How does it happen and what action has been taken? Has he been arrested and remanded for one hour? You cannot do it. This Government has no guts to go and do it against him. These are all heart-burning facts. Let me be...
50
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truthful about it. I am reasonably certain that the situation is far from
being normal. The Government is making every effort to bring things back
into track. In the meantime, the situation is very serious. I am sure that
people are aware of the type of dangers we are facing internally,
economically, sociologically etc. A crisis is existing in the country
in this period landlords for the first time are raising their heads
again and all those feudal types of exploitation have come back into the
village. I see it in my own district, in the village of Pamaduthi.
The fact of the matter is the feudal landlords are raising their heads
again in every village in our State. The danger is that, will the Government
agree and at least enquire and do justice. That is the only way that the situation can be
saved. It can be saved and law and order could be maintained if
justice prevails as against landlords who are today raising their ugly
heads again in every village in our State. That is my warning to the
Government. I therefore request the Government that they do justice
and whatever mistakes we commit, those mistakes can be rectified, if
they are prepared to do this justice as against the landlords.
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Sri V K Rao — On a point of order, Sir. Has the hon. Chief Minister any immunity to read a newspaper in this House, Sir?

Mr Deputy Speaker — Newspapers are not to be read, but I know he has to take some reference, which hon Dr T S Murthy has given.

Sri V K Rao — Will that not amount to reading? If he has any reference to make, he has to refer it in his room, Sir.
Mr Deputy Speaker — Not necessary.

Dr T S Murthy — It is not a newspaper, Sir. That is a document in this respect.

Sri C V K Rao — Whether the hon Chief Minister can read a newspaper in the House is the point.

Mr Deputy Speaker — No one can read a newspaper.

Sri C V K Rao — Kindly request the hon Chief Minister to put it in his bag.

Sri T Naidu Reddy — He has no bag.

Sri K Brahmananda Reddy — I am not reading the newspaper as such, Sir, but I am only looking at it.

Sri C V R Reddy — Anti-Corruption department has filed a charge sheet against a Sub-Inspector for transferring his case to a corrupted Sub-Inspector, Sub-Inspector transferred to another Sub-Inspector of Anti-Corruption department and Sub-Inspector represents MLA.
Annual Financial Statement (Budget) 5th March 1968
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Subject: Animals (Game and Fish)

Demands for Grants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Sheep</td>
<td>Rs 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Cattle</td>
<td>Rs 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Poultry</td>
<td>Rs 2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: Rs 3500

Note: All demands are subject to availability of funds.
56 5th March, 1968  Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 19 8 69 Young of Demands for Grants

Electrical services, maintenance and repair of electrical equipment, etc. (Rs. 10,000)

Young of Demands for Grants

The following are the demands for grants for the year 1968-69:

1. Social Welfare: Rs. 10,000
2. Education: Rs. 20,000
3. Health: Rs. 5,000
4. Sports: Rs. 1,000
5. Culture: Rs. 3,000

Total: Rs. 39,000

Note: The demands are based on the needs and priorities as per the budget for the year 1968-69.
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I don't want to become so irresponsible as to say that I don't have the responsibility for certain things that have taken place. I take the responsibility as laid down by the Party for things that have taken place. But will the Government establish an enquiry by people who are believed by you and us for their integrity and come to certain conclusions as to why and where they happened?
Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1968-69.
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In the 1968-69 financial year, the focus was on the implementation of administrative and legal measures to ensure the purity of administration and law. These measures were designed to prevent corruption and promote transparency in the execution of public duties.

The administration was committed to maintaining high standards of integrity and accountability. Regular checks and frequent audits were conducted to ensure compliance with legal and ethical standards. Accused officers were subjected to rigorous investigations and were held accountable for any misconduct.

In conclusion, the annual financial statement for the year 1968-69 highlighted the commitment of the administration to upholding the rule of law and ensuring the integrity of its operations.

Administrations
5th March, 1968
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Voting of Demands for Grants

Sri T Nagi Reddy — He asked me a reply. I am telling him.

Sir, March 6, 1968

Ballot boxes were got ready.

Mr. M.V. Ramaiah — I have received a letter from the Secretary, which I am forwarding to a number of members. It is to the effect that the Board of Revenue has sanctioned the relief in the case of Mr. R. Reddy, who is in medical treatment. Therefore, I am treating this case as a special case.

Mr. V. Narayana Reddy — He asked me a reply. I am telling him.

Mr. M.V. Ramaiah — I am informed that the Board of Revenue has sanctioned the relief in the case of Mr. R. Reddy, who is in medical treatment. Therefore, I am treating this case as a special case.
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In the Assembly, Mr. "..." moved "..." and Mr. "..." seconded a motion which was passed as follows:

In the Assembly, Mr. "..." moved "..." and Mr. "..." seconded a motion which was passed as follows:

The Secretary, Treasury, stated that the demand for the sum of Rs. 500 for the administration of the reserved forests was not granted as it was considered that the demand was "...".
Annual Financial Statement (Budget) 5th March, 1968
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"Let us, therefore, make demands for such grants as are necessary for the benefit of the community." We should urge the M.C. to approve.

For instance, we need a new hall for the school. The present hall is too small and we need a bigger one. The M.C. should approve the demand for this grant.

Similarly, we need funds for the library and for the playground.

Let us make sure that our demands are properly justified and that we have the support of the community.
6th March, 1968. Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1968-69
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Mr Speaker in the Chair

Mr Speaker in the Chair.

As the Hon. Members will see from the_covered议案, 10 demands are to be considered in this coming week. Each of these demands is accompanied by a short statement of the reasons why they are considered to be necessary and should receive the support of the House.

I should like to draw the attention of the House to the following demands:

1. The demand for the advancement of the arts and literature.
   - This demand is supported by a statement from the Minister of Education, outlining the importance of the arts in our society.

2. The demand for the improvement of public transport.
   - This demand is supported by a statement from the Minister of Commerce, emphasizing the need for better public transport facilities.

3. The demand for the establishment of a new hospital.
   - This demand is supported by a statement from the Minister of Health, highlighting the need for additional medical facilities.

4. The demand for the construction of a new stadium.
   - This demand is supported by a statement from the Minister of Sports, stressing the importance of sports facilities for the community.

We should also consider the demands for the following areas:

5. Education.
   - This area has been receiving significant support in the past, and we should continue to invest in the future of our children.

   - This area has been receiving significant support in the past, and we should continue to invest in the future of our children.

7. Sports.
   - This area has been receiving significant support in the past, and we should continue to invest in the future of our children.

8. Arts.
   - This area has been receiving significant support in the past, and we should continue to invest in the future of our children.

   - This area has been receiving significant support in the past, and we should continue to invest in the future of our children.

10. Housing.
    - This area has been receiving significant support in the past, and we should continue to invest in the future of our children.

I urge all Members to carefully consider the demands presented and to vote in accordance with their best judgment.
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Statement of Debts for Grants

voluntary contributions by all sections of the public are invited. The contribution is open to all voluntary clubs and their income is exempted from income tax.

The Anti-Corruption Department has taken a number of cases for investigation and charges have been framed against the applicants. S I cases have been registered and the applicants have been directed to appear before the Court at the earliest.

In order to check the misuse of certificates, the following measures have been taken:

1. All certificates are now verified by the clerk of the police department.
2. Applicants are required to produce a receipt for the certificates.
3. Any deviation from the prescribed procedure is to be reported to the supervisor immediately.
4. The certificates are now issued under the supervision of the supervisor.
Voting of Demands for Grants
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Voting of Grants

For the year 1968-69, the following demands for grants were considered and voted upon:

1. Demands for funding of various projects and initiatives.
2. Allocation of funds for educational purposes.
4. Funding for social welfare programs.
5. Allocation of funds for research and development.

The demands were thoroughly discussed and agreed upon by the committee members. The final budget was approved unanimously.

The budget for the year 1968-69 was presented and discussed in detail. The committee members expressed their support for the proposed budget, highlighting the importance of each demand for the overall development of the area.

The budget was approved by all the committee members, with no objection raised. The funds were allocated as per the demands, and the budget was passed unanimously.

The committee members expressed their satisfaction with the proposed budget, which they believed would benefit the community in the long run. The budget was passed unanimously, and the necessary funds were allocated accordingly.
Voting of Demands for Grants

Sri G. Sivayya—Mr. Speaker, Sir. In the speech of the Chief Minister it has been clearly stated that the year 1967 proved a crucial year for the Police of the State in view of the series of agitations launched by the various parties, students, labour and service organisations on several issues. Having gone through this part of the statement, I would like to charge this Government as the chief promoters and abettors of various stakes etc., in this State for the following reasons.

There was a school fee in the Telangana area where the students had to pay 80 paise and odd. The Government increased it to Rs. 8. The kids came out from the schools and took to strike. When this had been done, the Government has come down from Rs. 8 to Rs. 4. The kids again thought if they continued the strike, the Government may come down still. They continued the strike. Finally, the Government said no school fees for the High Schools. Is not the Government responsible for encouraging the students to go on strike and thus damaged the property and also bring in indiscipline among the students? Should I not charge the Government as responsible for this, for the failure of the law and order in that particular aspect? In the same aspect, Sir, I would like to bring one more thing, the Language issue. I know we are for three languages. We all completely agree with the Chief Minister. I do not know whether the Chief Minister has borrowed from our ideas. When the Language issue has come up and taken a serious attitude, should not the Government think immediately and call for the leaders of the various political parties and
also the Assembly to discuss the matter and decide it? So that the way the strike went on could have been avoided. Therefore, I say, Mr. Speaker, Sir, it is the Government which has encouraged this sort of strikes etc., rather throwing the blame on others. I would like to charge that the Government is itself responsible.

The same is the thing even among the workers. It has been well discussed here about the way in which the strike went on at Charminar Cigarette Factory. If the Government had taken immediate steps there and then, such things would not have continued. Therefore, I only charge that this Government is responsible for that.

I would like to state one more fact Sir, we have got illicit attack in the Telangana area. Particularly in the City, Mr. Speaker, Sir there is rival group fighting to have the monopoly to manufacture the illicit attack to sell in the areas. They have divided and they are maintaining gangsters. There is one gang fighting against another gang to have the monopoly of the sale of arrack in the areas. That is how the Government was not able to put down and encouraging the increase of crimes etc. At the same time we have got gambling dens. It is very notorious in these areas. Even in the gambling the same things are continued, Sir. At the same time I hear many reports from the Hyderabad City regarding the immoral traffic that people are maintaining institutions and there is a fight between two institutions and police went with mamools etc. Therefore, I submit that the Government is not taking sufficient care to view in future and also to put down certain things.

Then coming to the Anti-Corruption, Mr. Speaker, Sir I do not call it as corruption. It is only a by-word of mamool. It is a fact that it is going on from place to place. There is no sufficient care or sufficient interest infused in the Police to take action against these things. If we need a welfare state and if we need the prices to be controlled and many other things we need the activities of the Police to have a greater part in the social development of this country. How far the Police department is playing its role in these matters? I have discussed with the ordinary constables, Sub Inspectors. They have got their own complaints. A constable has to maintain with Rs 70 or 100 maximum. He is unable to maintain. The same difficulty the others are also having. Unless the sufficient scales are increased for the ordinary policemen, I do not think they can play a prominent part to put down this anti-corruption and anti-social elements which is a nuisance to the society, Sir. We need to view in that view and we need to meet the interest of the ordinary policeman so that we can make them active in the field to put down all such things. That is what we need to think about on this Police Budget, Sir.

Sir, coming to the administration, I have got a lot of things to suggest. I do not know why the British Government has created these DIGs. Why is the need for a DIG in between the IG and SP? Certainly there is no need. Because of this DIG's post the matters have been delayed and I do not think it helps the administration. In the same way, Sir, between the Inspectors of Police and SP, Where
is the need for Deputy Superintendent of Police. The Constitution provides for all these things and we need to run the administration within the frame-work of all these things but it will be difficult. We need to think in a revolutionary way to bring certain changes in order not to delay matters. There is abnormal delay between the SP and Inspector of Police. What is the Deputy Superintendent of Police doing? Nothing. It is only a post-office to pass on things. Therefore, we need to think about these things also.

One more issue. At the taluk level the Tahsildar is a Gazetted Officer, the BDO is a Gazetted Officer, the Doctor is a Gazetted Officer. Well, the Inspectors say 'I am not a Gazetted officer.' He feels inferiority complex before the Gazetted officers. When we have done all such things at the taluk level we need to promote or bring up the Inspectors also to the Gazetted rank so that they will have equal status to maintain the law and order in the taluk levels.

There are many departments which do not need jeeps but are having jeeps. The Police department is most essential department at the taluk level. After all, there may be IGP or DIG they may not do anything in the lower levels but it is the ordinary Police below the rank of Inspectors who have to do many things. Therefore, every circle needs to be provided with jeeps. This is most essential. There are many departments which do not need jeeps. For example, the Industries Department. Why do they need jeeps, Sir? The Education department. Why do they need jeeps, Sir? Whereas for Police it is necessary for various obvious things. Therefore, a jeep for a circle and not for DSP as Mr Thimma Reddy has suggested has to be provided. This is necessary for meeting certain things. So, in view of these things the Government has to take a little more serious attitude for these suggestions.

Regarding the misuse of power by the Police, just now Mr Rageswararao was telling one incident where in one Kanugula village in Sircilla taluk it is alleged that a person murdered his wife on 1-2-1968. There were no proceedings in the matter. The Police and the alleged murderer’s side patched up with Rs 3000 and the case ended. I also believe, and I was told that the deceased's brother gave a petition to the IGP to enquire into the matter. When such things are going on, certainly we cannot tolerate. We need a stern attitude in these matters.

Coming to Jails I have got only one suggestion. There is a proposal in the Budget speech that the Department is thinking of handing over the sub-jails for supervision to the Jail Department. Most worst of it, Sir. At present in sub-jails it is only the unwell prisoners and convicted prisoners who are undergoing less than a month who are kept there. Such prisoners will be in the safe hands of a Magistrate rather than the Jail Department. Therefore, for Heaven's sake and for God's sake let it not be changed. Let it be in the hands of the Judicial officers themselves so that they may take care of their own boys as their children under whom they are in the sub-jails.

These are the few suggestions I have got to make.

Thank you, Sir.
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Totally effective, the police department CID was highly efficient. 

July 1967 onwards, the CID began to look into 150 cases of 

money laundering. The cases were connected to various 

criminal organizations. The Anti-social elements 

were identified and arrested. After the arrest, 

putative such cases were found to be genuine. 

In many cases, the agents were traced and 

arrested. The operation was successful. 

The sessions courts condemned 156 cases. 
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District Tournaments 25th Annual 1908 and Distric Tournaments

Smuggling 6.7 crores and border investigation
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District S. P. Office 6.7 crores and border investigation
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Maintenance of law and order” and "Maintenance of disorder and promotion and development of crime” are the two main issues discussed in the document. The former involves maintaining public order and security, while the latter focuses on disorder and crime prevention. The document highlights the importance of balancing these two aspects to ensure a stable and secure environment.
Mr Speaker, Sir, while opposing the Demand moved by the Chief Minister Sri K. Brahmananda Reddy for Police and the Demand for Jails moved by Shri M. Ibrahim Ansari, let me at the outset sound a note of warning to the Congress Government of Andhra Pradesh that if it does not change its policies and keep the police and the prisons above parties, it will become disillusioned one day. The crime position in the State is alarming. Though the position is good when compared to the neighbouring States, the figures furnished by our Chief Minister show them on the ascendency. If there were murders in 1966 in the Capital city of Andhra Pradesh, it rose to 26 in the following year, and so was the case with regard to dacoits, robbery, house-breaking, rioting and ordinary thefts. The incidence of murder is found to be the largest in Kurnool district, while it was 83 in 1966, it rose to 89 during 1967. It is because of the partisan attitude of the police on the one hand and preventive detention measures being taken on the other. In a democratic set-up, the police have got to change with the times. The police must be above influences and not become tools in the hands of the rulers, whoever it may be or whichever party it may be. We are told time and again that our State is better. The police have to be the guardians of law and order and protect the weak and punish the culprits, and this is a different story with our Police department. With some exceptions here and there, corruption is rampant from top to bottom, and one hears complaints of police zulm and their atrocities. Instead of protecting the poor and weaker sections, they are a party in such unsocial activities like illicit distillations, keeping gambling dens, brothel houses and what not. If details are needed, I can furnish them with numbers. My friend Mr. Pitti has furnished some details as to what is going on in Hyderabad City, yesterday.

105—11
Today I would illustrate some things happening in some other parts in Secunderabad including Lalaguda, Sithapalamandi, Regimental Bazar and Boiguda, in these places and behind the house of Smt D. Sanjugaya (Boiguda) one can see goondambas being sold day in and day out without any check under the very nose of the police. Gambling dens are flourishing with none to check.

An hon Member — I think this is not Excise Demand.

Smt J Eswari Bai — Even then, the Minister should know.

Mr Deputy Speaker — She is bringing out the various points to the notice of the Government. She is describing the position regarding police.

Excise Minister — I am aware.

Smt J Eswari Bai — Gambling dens are flourishing with none to check. Murders are taking place on main roads with impunity. A woman was murdered and the dead body hung in Regimental Bazar at a furlong's distance from Gopalapuram Police Station, about a month and a half ago and the culprits are still at large.

At Chilkalguda, according to my information, there were cold-blooded murders last month, but they were suppressed. No post-mortem was even allowed. About Yellareddy also, I want to say something.

Goondas have become a common phenomenon and Goondas are increasing day by day and peaceful citizens are always at their mercy.
These Goonda elements indulged in looting hotels and beating mercilessly hoteliers and businessmen.

According to a lady passenger, the guardians of law and order are either absent or wink at them (unsocial elements). The Deccan Chronicle has published a letter from the said lady passenger in its issue of March 1st on eve-teasing. The disclosures are heartrending. Yet, we are told that law and order is good in this city and State. Did we not hear of thefts in the MLA hostels and on main roads and of offences being suppressed by the police and informants harassed by capricious Police Officers?

I, therefore, demand a thorough overhaul of the Police machinery from top to bottom to gear up the administration without any delay. There are instances of Police officers being kept for years in one Police station or a circle while constabulary not transferred at all. They entrench themselves in a particular police station, they never leave it, come what may. They mint money. Let the Chief Minister order an enquiry or a probe into each of the officer's private properties. Are they not the great custodians of law and order? Messrs Nambiar and Prahlad Singh did while they were in charge. Why not the Chief Minister mention the latest position with regard to the enquiry held by the CBI into their activities and why they have not yet been suspended?

Let me in passing say that a determined effort should be made that no one officer mans a police station for more than a year and two years for a constable. Let the Police Code also be revised, if need be.

If corruption has to be rooted out from the Department, please see that they are well-paid amenities provided and incentives given for outstanding work. Severe punishment must be awarded to those who indulge in mamals as if they are drawing monies from the Scheduled Banks.

Let me charge the Government that it is they who are responsible for several agitations including that of students. Had they made wise decision in time they could have saved much property that was damaged during the student agitation on the issue of fee enhancement and later on the question of Hindi.

Mr Deputy Speaker—If you don't mind, you can pass on those papers.

Smt J. Eswari Bai—Even in these instances the Police failed to protect the public and private property. In this connection, may I request the Chief Minister to select some one and a strong man from among his colleagues and hand over the Home Portfolio to give better attention this important law and order subject. He has too
many portfolios with him and overburdened too to give his special attention to Home

Mr Deputy Speaker — They are not unparliamentary. It is his way —

Sri C Janga Reddy — He is not Minister for Muslims. He is Minister for Jails

Mr Deputy Speaker — That is what I say —

Is he a Muslim Minister? — That is what I say —

Mr Deputy Speaker — I cannot insist on him to withdraw that word. After all when you get an opportunity you can speak against that

He must withdraw his words.
Mr. Deputy Speaker -- His observations may be to his taste...

Sri Kunda Lakhman Bapuji -- Whatever it might be, to refer in terms of community, caste or religion is not proper on the floor of the Assembly and I would request the hon'ble members to avoid such a way of expression...

Mr. Deputy Speaker -- Had the member not raised that objection, it would not have assumed this importance.
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مفتاح یدبیکر - اکر واعل اسکو کمی نو ماسک مهمہ -

سری سلطان صلاح الدین اودی - آب دے کامیہ سے ایک سلم

مفتاح - لاما - اسکا اعلان کیا گیا اور اکٹوبھر کا دنہ - حمل اور قرار

بنیاد رہنے دو جہن میں رہو اور مہمی نہ فرسانہ حاول - صرف دو جوہن

دیکھیں - کون لا دیہے ہورن اولنوز میں دنیہ حاسکے تھی - جیر

عجیب و عرب لائمہ -

ابنی حالے عرصہ میں حمل کا نہروا سا خبرہ دہا نہرواہر اپرے علی

صاحب اماراتی کے مفتاح وہوے کے سے نیں - میں وہان یک استان کو اچھا

پایا نے رنگ کے سے ایک سکیا حسرو رہان کے لوگوں کو وہی

ہے اور وہ یونس کے سے رنگ کے سے جس کو حس دیکھتے ہیں تو

کہا ہورن کر کون ہی؟ روہا فو کمی اور جہن سے لیسی میں لیا

اور پہلے تکار کر اہنی نقلیہ ہیں - حیل میں میں نے یہ نان عسو نہیں کی

کہا ہورن کے نے رنگ دینے یہا رنگیہ ہوں - حس فاقہ کسی

بنا عصی بنا ہو ہنی کہرکے کردیہ ایہ دو حمل سے حسرت ہیں - لیکن

پہلی ور جمعی حمل میں میں نہیں زبردہ حمل سے اجرہ ہیں وہی کونکہ

پولس انسک کیس بہہ ہو کر ہی آئے اپنی خصوصیہ نہیں ہی کہ حس

سلسلہ سبہنے کے سے دال کے نے رنگ دینے انسک کہا کان ایک صور

ہیا - ویہی ہی پھان صونہ رو میں یہا - حیدرہبہ مل (ورانبات) دلور

صل وہرہ ایک ایک مفتاح صاحب کا ہورن کہ اور جہن پولس عہدہ دار

انکی پہنچ کے ہیں - وہان رنگیہ ہیں - حساسی سمجھی ہے شکر کہ ہور پور ہتھریہیں

جرک داؤن نہیں - پولس میں حس دکھنی ہی سے کم گریہ کیا کہیا

برہن روا ہیک دیکھیں - حیدریہ انسک کیس بہہ ہو کر ہیں - وہی کہ

رہے آئے ہیں - جہو ہو - دو حمل سے حاسکے تھی - ائے اپنی سے ارہا ہے

کہا تاکہ سمجھ کہا کہا کہا کہا کہا کہا - میں ہاکے ایک لسک پورے عام

ور نہیں کس سے دہا ہے - وہی خیال ہو کر دیکھی حسنی کے پہچانی دیکھی کہا کہا -

لا - جہد کامیہ انسک نخخصہ نہیں - جہوردیہ انسک کا سما نہیں - ترا ماحکمی کا کہا

ہلاا - میں ہاکے انسک کیہ نہیں - لکن سے کسی کہنسے کسی کہنسے کے نیک

ایک کچھ نہیں نہ - اگر ناز گران نہ گریہ ہو - وہ میں کہنہ کہ ہے میں جسٹر م
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Demand for Grants

1. Education
   - Total Demand: Rs. 3,10,500
   - Allocation:
     - Teaching Staff: Rs. 8,50,000
     - Non-Teaching Staff: Rs. 4,00,000
     - Buildings: Rs. 5,00,000
     - Equipment: Rs. 2,00,000

2. Health
   - Total Demand: Rs. 2,50,000
   - Allocation:
     - Hospitals: Rs. 1,00,000
     - Clinics: Rs. 75,000
     - Medicines: Rs. 50,000
     - Training: Rs. 25,000

3. Agriculture
   - Total Demand: Rs. 1,50,000
   - Allocation:
     - Seeds: Rs. 50,000
     - Farm Equipment: Rs. 40,000
     - Livestock: Rs. 25,000
     - Research: Rs. 35,000

4. Water Supply
   - Total Demand: Rs. 1,00,000
   - Allocation:
     - Pipelines: Rs. 40,000
     - Wells: Rs. 30,000
     - Treatment Plants: Rs. 30,000

5. Housing
   - Total Demand: Rs. 50,000
   - Allocation:
     - Housing Projects: Rs. 40,000
     - Rehabilitation: Rs. 10,000

6. Other
   - Total Demand: Rs. 10,000
   - Allocation:
     - Emergency Services: Rs. 5,000
     - Miscellaneous: Rs. 5,000

Total Demand: Rs. 7,71,000

Notes:
- The demands were approved with a majority of 84%.
- The budget was presented to the House and received with unanimous support.

Sincerely,
[Signature]

Financing Officer, Ministry of Finance
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575.80 cases suicide committed. Referred 20 cases to the police. Control of suicide attempted 20 cases. 80 cases referred to the police. 80 cases referred to hospital. 10 cases referred to the police. 10 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 30 cases to the police. 30 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 40 cases to the police. 40 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 50 cases to the police. 50 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 60 cases to the police. 60 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 70 cases to the police. 70 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 80 cases to the police. 80 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 90 cases to the police. 90 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 100 cases to the police. 100 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 110 cases to the police. 110 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 120 cases to the police. 120 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 130 cases to the police. 130 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 140 cases to the police. 140 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 150 cases to the police. 150 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 160 cases to the police. 160 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 170 cases to the police. 170 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 180 cases to the police. 180 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 190 cases to the police. 190 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 200 cases to the police. 200 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 210 cases to the police. 210 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 220 cases to the police. 220 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 230 cases to the police. 230 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 240 cases to the police. 240 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 250 cases to the police. 250 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 260 cases to the police. 260 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 270 cases to the police. 270 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 280 cases to the police. 280 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 290 cases to the police. 290 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 300 cases to the police. 300 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 310 cases to the police. 310 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 320 cases to the police. 320 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 330 cases to the police. 330 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 340 cases to the police. 340 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 350 cases to the police. 350 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 360 cases to the police. 360 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 370 cases to the police. 370 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 380 cases to the police. 380 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 390 cases to the police. 390 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 400 cases to the police. 400 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 410 cases to the police. 410 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 420 cases to the police. 420 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 430 cases to the police. 430 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 440 cases to the police. 440 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 450 cases to the police. 450 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 460 cases to the police. 460 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 470 cases to the police. 470 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 480 cases to the police. 480 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 490 cases to the police. 490 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 500 cases to the police. 500 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 510 cases to the police. 510 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 520 cases to the police. 520 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 530 cases to the police. 530 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 540 cases to the police. 540 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 550 cases to the police. 550 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 560 cases to the police. 560 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 570 cases to the police. 570 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 580 cases to the police. 580 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 590 cases to the police. 590 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 600 cases to the police. 600 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 610 cases to the police. 610 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 620 cases to the police. 620 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 630 cases to the police. 630 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 640 cases to the police. 640 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 650 cases to the police. 650 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 660 cases to the police. 660 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 670 cases to the police. 670 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 680 cases to the police. 680 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 690 cases to the police. 690 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 700 cases to the police. 700 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 710 cases to the police. 710 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 720 cases to the police. 720 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 730 cases to the police. 730 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 740 cases to the police. 740 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 750 cases to the police. 750 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 760 cases to the police. 760 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 770 cases to the police. 770 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 780 cases to the police. 780 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 790 cases to the police. 790 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 800 cases to the police. 800 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 810 cases to the police. 810 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 820 cases to the police. 820 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 830 cases to the police. 830 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 840 cases to the police. 840 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 850 cases to the police. 850 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 860 cases to the police. 860 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 870 cases to the police. 870 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 880 cases to the police. 880 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 890 cases to the police. 890 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 900 cases to the police. 900 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 910 cases to the police. 910 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 920 cases to the police. 920 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 930 cases to the police. 930 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 940 cases to the police. 940 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 950 cases to the police. 950 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 960 cases to the police. 960 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 970 cases to the police. 970 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 980 cases to the police. 980 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 990 cases to the police. 990 cases referred to the hospital. Referred 1000 cases to the police. 1000 cases referred to the hospital.
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(The House then adjourned till Half-Past Eight of the Clock on Wednesday, the 6th March, 1968)